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One of the essential conditions of healthcare systems to meet the broad requirements of cases is the 
employment of well- good nursers. In this respect, one of the important liabilities of nursing education 
systems is furnishing high- quality education to nursing scholars and preparing competent nursers 
so that they can give cases with safe and high- quality care in the future. As a step toward that end 
nursing preceptors need to use new educational strategies to laboriously engage nursing scholars 
in learning conditioning in academic and clinical settings. Former studies have shown that adding 
academic engagement of scholars could increase their desirable academic performance and success. 
Recent substantiation indicates that engagement in academic-affiliated literacy conditioning is one of 
the important determinants of scholars ’ success in university.
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Introduction
As a result, relating the stylish tutoring strategies to sustain and 
promote nursing scholars’ engagement in academic and clinical 
settings has always been a challenge for nursing preceptors. 
Hence, it's essential to give a set of strategies for maintaining 
and enhancing the academic engagement of nursing scholars. 
In educational literature, the generalities of academic 
engagement, pupil engagement (SE), educational engagement, 
pupil involvement, and academy engagement have frequently 
been used interchangeably. In this study, the term ‘SE ’ was 
used [1]. The conception of SE has been considerably studied 
in educational literature as an important determinant of quality 
in academic education. Several delineations of this conception 
have been proposed still, one of the most wide delineations 
of SE is handed by the fat author, still, several authors argue 
that this conception is further than pupil involvement in 
academy- related conditioning. It's rather a multidimensional 
conception, whose confines include behavioral, emotional, 
cognitive, and motivational. SE, also, refers to the quality 
of the trouble that learners spend on the targeted educational 
conditioning similar as attending classrooms, studying, doing 
practical work, and engaging with professors or other scholars 
to reach the asked issues. In the most recent description of 
SE proposed by Kahu the quantum of time scholars spend 
on literacy- related conditioning is considered as one of the 
main factors of SE. In clinical disciplines similar as nursing, 
numerous educational conditioning are fulfilled in clinical 
settings. Hence, it's anticipated that the conception of SE 
in nursing education includes at least two generalities of 
“academic engagement” and “clinical engagement.” still, 

a hunt of the literature revealed small number of studies 
regarding clinical engagement, and this conception has lately 
come an important issue in nursing scholars ’ education. In 
addition utmost nursing experimenters haven't handed a 
unique description for the conception of SE. lately, Bernard 
using conception analysis, theoretically defined SE as a 
dynamic process marked by a positive behavioral, cognitive, 
and affective state displayed in the pursuit of deep literacy [2].

This description included the preliminarily bandied confines 
and concentrated on deep literacy; still, this description lacks 
practical and measurable characteristics of SE, particularly 
time spent to engage with educational conditioning. Given the 
lack of an functional description of SE in nursing education, 
grounded on the literature, we used the following working 
description for conducting the current review. SE is the 
investment of time, trouble, and other applicable coffers 
by both scholars and their institutions intended to optimize 
the pupil experience and enhance the literacy issues and 
development of scholars, and the performance and character 
of the institution [3].

Technology- grounded strategies there's growing substantiation 
that shows the value of technology for engaging scholars in 
academic literacy conditioning. We set up 15 papers agitating 
the significance of using online and offline technologies 
in promoting nursing scholars engagement. 1) Online 
technologies Kahoot in the classroom Kahoot is a free web- 
grounded technology that incorporates a quizzing program to 
increase the participation of learners during the lecture. As 
well, it can be used as a mean for constructive assessment of 
scholars. It's believed that the learners attention is reduced 
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in the first twinkles after the morning of the lecture and 
preceptors need to alter the situation and engage the learners 
to recapture their attention. The underpinning supposition of 
Kahoot system is that an intriguing program could increase 
scholars  participation during the lecture. Barnes introduced 
this fashion as an innovative tool for nanny preceptors for 
engaging scholars during the lecture [4].

Still, the effectiveness of Kahoot to increase the engagement 
of nanny scholars is under exploration and presently, there's 
no experimental exploration that examined the effectiveness 
of this system [5]. 

Conclusion
Online tutoring ways Along with advances in technology 
and the Internet, numerous traditional tutoring styles have 
been converted into interactive web- grounded educational 
styles. In recent times, web- grounded courses give numerous 
openings for laboriously engaging nursing scholars in 
learning conditioning. Nursing education experts believe that 
online forum courses can bridge the gap between proposition 
and practice in nursing discipline as well as it can grease 
the process of nursing scholars engagement. A synchronous 
discussion boards. These boards enable multiple learners to 
engage in discussion with each other. All conversations of the 
learners are collected on a board and the members contribute 
their commentary by responding to the original discussion 
question or by responding to each other. It's believed that 
asynchronous discussion boards, by use of the Web and 
other Internet technologies, encourage deeper literacy and 
help scholars to be more engaged in learning conditioning 
related to analysis, conflation, decision- timber, and the use 

of knowledge. In nursing education, Dickson proposed the 
introductory structure of asynchronous discussion boards for 
enhancing the engagement of nanny scholars. The foundation 
of the technology is that preceptors can enhance scholars ’ 
engagement by posting a series of questions on the discussion 
board and also encourage those scholars to reflect and respond 
laboriously to those questions. At present, no experimental 
exploration has estimated the effectiveness of this technology 
in terms of SE.
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